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SERRITELLA'S SERRITELLA'S INC

6241 Fair Oaks Blvd Ste D Carmichael 95608 (916) 482-6483

FA0054675 PR0120315 REINSPECTION

23.VERMIN AND ANIMAL CONTAMINATION
Observations: MAJOR VIOLATION - CLOSURE: Observed the following vermin activity: Found over dozen live 
German roaches beneath prep sink at the back prep area. One nymph and several adult roaches observed crawling beneath 
reach-in cooler and grill at front prep area. Also, one dying nymph observed on the floor beneath pizza prep handwash sink. 
Observed about 25 dead roaches on the floor: at pizza prep area, beneath grill, next to deep fryer, next to water heater, and 
beneath back storage metro shelf. Heavy grease residue still build up on the floor beneath cooking equipment, inside floor sink, 
and against walls in multiple areas. Facility received pest control treatment on 3/19/24 & early 3/20/24. Due to evidence of a 
vermin infestation, facility is hereby to remain closed. No food sales or preparation is permitted until facility is reinspected and 
approved to open by the Environmental Management Department (EMD).

In order to reopen:
- Highly recommend providing aggressive professional pest control in all areas of the facility to eliminate vermin infestation 
using approved pest control methods. 
- Remove movable items from the floor and deep clean. Clean and sanitize all food contact and food preparation areas.
Once facility is ready for a reinspection, contact EMD to schedule an appointment: (916) 875-8440. 
NOTE: If evidence of a vermin infestation is still observed, health permit may not be reinstated. All reinspections may be 
subject to additional reinspection fees.

Code Description: A food facility shall at all times be equipped, maintained, and operated as to prevent the entrance 
and harborage of animals, birds, and vermin, including, but not limited to rodents and insects. Service animals as defined in 
section 113903 may be permitted in areas that are not used for food preparation and that are usually open for consumers if a 
health or safety hazard will not result from the presence or activities of the service animal. (113903, 114259, 114259.1, 
114259.4, 114259.5)
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Reinspection conducted per operator's request due to closure of food facility for vermin infestation. Facility is to remain 
closed.
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send via email to Bonnie Prophet  / operator

E. Drobenyuk (916) 599-7050
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